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Economic and business models
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“The impact of Jim Gray’s thinking is continuing to get people to think in a new 
way about how data and software are redefining what it means to do science.”
—Bill Gates
“I often tell people working in eScience that they aren’t in this field because 
they are visionaries or super-intelligent—it’s because they care about science 
and they are alive now. It is about technology changing the world, and science 
taking advantage of it, to do more and do better.”
—Rhys FRancis, austRalian eReseaRch inFRastRuctuRe council
“One of the greatest challenges for 21st-century science is how we respond to this 
new era of data-intensive science. This is recognized as a new paradigm beyond 
experimental and theoretical research and computer simulations of natural 
phenomena—one that requires new tools, techniques, and ways of working.”
—DouGlas Kell, univeRsity oF ManchesteR
“The contributing authors in this volume have done an extraordinary job of 
helping to refine an understanding of this new paradigm from a variety of 
disciplinary perspectives.”
—GoRDon Bell, MicRosoFt ReseaRch
aBoUT THe FoUrTH ParadiGM 
This book presents the first broad look at the rapidly emerging field of data- 
intensive science, with the goal of influencing the worldwide scientific and com-
puting research communities and inspiring the next generation of scientists. 
Increasingly, scientific breakthroughs will be powered by advanced computing 
capabilities that help researchers manipulate and explore massive datasets. The 
speed at which any given scientific discipline advances will depend on how well 
its researchers collaborate with one another, and with technologists, in areas of 
eScience such as databases, workflow management, visualization, and cloud- 
computing technologies. This collection of essays expands on the vision of pio-
neering computer scientist Jim Gray for a new, fourth paradigm of discovery based 
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“This book presents the
ﬁrst broad look at the
rapidly emerging ﬁeld of
data-intensive science,











































































































































































































1. Understand diversity in data-driven research (consult)
2. Identify and deconstruct factors contributing to community
capability (scope)
3. Explore modes, metrics and dimensions for the capability
factors (describe)
4. Develop a Community Capability Model Framework (model,
visualise)





The Community Capability Model
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Deﬁning a standard process
Perform the standard process
Quantitatively Controlled (4)




Improving process eﬃciency I The enterprise is divided into
process areas (e.g. Ensure
Quality, Manage Risk).
I Achieving a capability level
within a process area means
implementing a certain set of
practices.
I These practices are grouped
into common features (see
ﬁgure).
I At Level 1, each process area
has its own set of base
practices.
I At Levels 2--5, all process areas





1. Data Ownership and
Management
2. Data Policies and
Procedures
3. Data Policy Review





6. Internal Audit of Research
Activities




10. Intellectual Property Rights
and Rights Management




















5. Transparency of Resource
Allocation
6. Sustainability of Funding
for Data Management and
Preservation
7. Data Management Skills












I P.I.s and research leaders from eResearch South Consortium

















































































































with other sectors is














































































































fully embedded in all











































































































The details of the workﬂow
are shared but not the
underlying scripts; only














sets in speciﬁc established
ways. Provenance tracked






Computational tools and algorithms




features to meet the
needs of most users.
Tools have features few people
use, expected to meet users’
needs for the next few years.





Tools do not meet
user requirements


















There is a good

























Support for curation and preservation














Data discovery and access








accessible to all, good
integrated services.
Integration and collaboration platforms





to meet the needs
of most users.
Platforms have features few
people use, expected to meet








features to meet the
needs of most users.
Tools have features few people
use, expected to meet users’
needs for the next few years.
Platforms for citizen science
None. Customised tools
available, used by a
small number of groups.
Very ﬂexible tools




























































Although some methods are
agreed there are gaps in the
methods covered or room for



















Agreed workﬂows are in
development, or
community begins to







































































































































A handful of well
recognised APIs













Economic and business models





investments on a 3-5 year
timescale.
Multi-phase thematic
investments in 5-10 year
blocks which build a
community.
Geographic scale of funding for research
Projects funded internally
or through grants from
regional agencies.






Size of funding for research






digitisation and analysis of
large textual corpora).
Major investment (e.g. in
longitudinal data surveys).
Economic and business models (cont.)





allowed slow transition to
self-ﬁnancing model.
Sustained multi-decade
investments in data centres
and services.
Geographic scale of funding for infrastructure
Investments by a single
funding body at regional or
national level.
Collaborative development











in network infrastructure or
tools.






















Productivity and return on investment
Long lead times between
project start and
submission of outputs (e.g.
6 years), and between
acceptance and publication
of papers (e.g. 2 years).
Funders expect projects to
publish a small number of
papers each with high
long-term impact.
Mid-range lead times
between project start and
submission of outputs (e.g.
3 years), and between
acceptance and publication
of papers (e.g. 1 year).
Funders expect projects to
publish a moderate
number of papers in high
impact journals.
Short lead times between
project start and
submission of outputs (e.g.
18 months), and between
acceptance and publication
of papers (e.g. 3 months).
Funders expect projects to
publish a large number of
both high quality papers
and progress reports.
Legal and ethical issues






















































Legal and ethical issues (cont.)






















































































































The CCMDIR Project is funded by Microsoft Research.
UKOLN is funded by JISC, as well as by project funding from JISC,
Microsoft Research and the European Union. UKOLN also receives
support from the University of Bath where it is based.
